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GERMANY OVERSTRAINED

Signs of exhaustion in Armaments industry - Increasing number of

accidents - Gestapo-terror

DIE ZEITUNG lately obtained reports about the over-exertion of men and machines

in Germany owing to the extraordinary strain and tempo demanded in war factories.

Effects of it are already visible in the quality of it output.

The physical strain is a consequence of the long working hours which are seldom

less than 12 in the armaments industry. Furthermore it is the consequence of the

enormous speed forced upon the workers by Dr. Ley by the slogan; "The rhythm of the

machine has to be synchronised with the rhythm of the German blood." One of the

first measures taken to attain such a speed was the creation of labour groups of an

equal age. Each group, according to its age, works at a different speed. The third

reason for over-strain hails from the unsatisfactory food situation. The Nazis

have tried in several armaments factories to counteract the food deficiency by

distributing vitamin-tablets, which are handed to the workers together with their

wages. Lastly the transport difficulties have to be mentioned, as each worker has

to bear an additional physical strain before and after his working hours by waiting
for or travelling in overcrowded vehicles.

Machines as well are overtired as they have not been replaced or repaired for

a long time. The leader of the Reichsgruppe Industry, Herr Zangen has given the

order that the exchange of spare parts and repairs should he limited to the absolutely

necessary cases only. The leader of the Fachgruppe machine building, Herr Lange,

gave the order that new machines must be constructed as thriftily as possible and

unnecessary ’ornaments’ must be abolished. This new order means that raw materials

for machine building will be restricted to the utmost and furthermore safety measures

as for instance protective plates must be diminished. The labour front has informed

all its women industrial workers that ’machines are not toys’ and therefore every

woman has been ordered to come to work with her hair tied up and without any jewels

or other finery.

The word ’collapse’ has been mentioned recently quite often in connection with

women workers in the propaganda speeches of the Labour Front leaders. Advertisements

have been increased in German papers asking for nurses and welfare workers for war

factories.

Accidents in factories have lately increased enormously, Nazi statistics declare

that 85% of all accidents in factories have arisen from ’human mistakes' and the remain-

ing by ’sequences of unlucky circumstances’. The factory doctor of the big electrical

Osram firm Dr. Bottcher has declared that most of the accidents happen in the early

morning hours and not at the end of the working day. His conclusion is that the workers

do not spend enough time relaxing in their leisure hours.

Street and transport accidents have also increased owing to the overstrain on the

transport staff, carelessness of over tired cyclists and wear and tear of transport
vehicles. Transport accidents are no longer allowed to be published in the papers

unless the number of fatal casualties is so high that it cannot be concealed.

Not only the machines but also the control instruments are overstrained. Therefore,
the control inspectors who are responsible for the final tests face a task which they
are not a able to fulfill. These inspectors of armaments industry are highly qualified
engineers drawn from the three services, Owing to the large German losses in Russia
the number of inspectors in the Hinterland has been diminished. Consequently the re-

maining specialists have to execute their tests in the shortest possible time sacri-

ficing exactitude. The latest Russian reports show that German prisoners, pilots and

tank personnel complain about the poorer quality of their machines.

The Gestapo of course paid attention to these events. Posters put up by the factory
police, consisting mainly of S.S. men, express the view that carelessness and its

consequences are equal to sabotage and will in future be punished with the same penalties.
So a difficult new problem arose for Himmler as he has been forced to considerably
increase the S.S. guards in war factories. Formations of the labour service and organi-
sation Todt as far as they are not in the front line have been issued with arms in order
to act as factory policemen.

It is not surprising that under these circumstances the moral and war enthusiasm of
the German population is suffering. It is however worth mentioning that Goebbels and
other speakers have lately stressed again and again that the present enormous efforts will
be the last before final victory’, On the other hand it would be very dangerous to draw
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the conclusion fro, these symptons that the German war machine is about to

break down, On the contrary if 60 million Germans and millions of foreign
labour slaves worked during the past winter so hard that they arc now on

the verge of physical breakdown, it must be assumed, from this that Hitler’s

formidable war machine has been very considerably strengthened.
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